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In this issue we focus on HMRC’s new contribution limits for pensions, and the
‘last minute’ contribution opportunities that have arisen, specifically:
l Input Periods
l High Earners
l Higher Rate Taxpayers
l Company trading profits last year – but losses this year? 
l Trustee Loans and Company Cash Flow 
l Company asset rich but cash poor?
l Uplift the benefits but don’t need the pension?
l Uplift the benefits but don’t need the pension?
l Personal Contributions

HMRC’s new contribution limits for pensions
In our last Bulletin we highlighted three areas where legislative change is in the making and will impact very soon.
In this Bulletin we address the most pressing of these changes - that of HMRC’s new contribution limits, most of
which will come into effect in just a few weeks time. The new limits might best be summarised as follows:- 

– Contribution Annual Allowance to be reduced from £255,000 to £50,000 per member.
– The “High Earner” contribution restrictions are to end.
– Carry Forward of unused Annual Allowance to be introduced.
– 100% of ‘Relevant UK Earnings’ limit to be retained.

For the period running up to the 6th April 2011, HMRC’s existing Annual Allowance will remain in place. This means
that until the end of the current Tax Year, the upper contribution limit of £255,000 remains available to those not
classed as “High Earners” – that is where total pre-tax income has not exceeded £130,000 in this or either of the
last 2 Tax Years. 
With these thoughts in mind the following “last minute” contribution opportunities appear to arise and may be
worthy of discussion with your professional advisers. 

 Pension Input Periods
Any existing Pension Input Period (PIP) expiring prior to 6th April 2011 (or is capable of being so determined)
will preserve accessibility to current high contribution limits. Any PIP already determined as ending after 5th
April, will inevitably suffer the £50,000 maximum contribution restriction.

 High Earners
All “High Earners” already caught by the 2009 “anti-forestalling provisions” remain fully entitled to benefit
from £20,000 of pension contribution allowance this Tax Year. Certain ‘High Earners” may be able to benefit
from a contribution in excess of £20,000 this Tax Year – dependent upon the amount of contributions paid
in each of the three preceding tax years.

 Higher Rate Taxpayers
Last year’s Budget took away the Personal Allowance for those with pre-tax income exceeding £100,000
this year. The loss of Personal Allowance is on a two for one basis – so where pre-tax income exceeds
£100,000 - but does not exceed £112,950 (£100,000 + [2 x £6,475]), the equivalent of 60% tax will be
suffered on income in excess of £100,000. It therefore follows that 60% relief also becomes available to
those making a personal contribution within this top band of taxed income.
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 Company trading profits last year – but losses this year?
This year’s trading loss might normally be carried forward to next year – or carried back to last year and set
against last year’s taxable profits. A pension contribution made now could increase this year’s losses – and
the potential carry-back amount. Should the resultant profit/loss adjustments be beneficial, then the inherent
tax efficiency may be attractive. 

 Trustee Loans and Company Cash Flow 
The restrictive trustee loan “qualifying purpose” rules were set aside some years ago and replaced with the
requirements for a simple loan repayment schedule, a secure 1st charge and of course trustees’ obligations
to meet their fiduciary duties. In these times of corporate theft by banks, a secured trustee company loan
may sometimes be beneficial to all parties.

 Company asset rich but cash poor?
Where the company “asset” is property, there may be merit in selling the property to the pension fund. Such
asset restructuring (income generating property held by the trustees and potentially profit generating cash
put to work in the Company) may deliver advantage to all parties. Property is considered by many Trustees
as an ideal match to their long term needs.

 Uplift the benefits but don’t need the pension?
Impending Regulation changes may motivate benefit uplift, irrespective of need. Where this applies,
consideration could be given to a full take up of pension entitlement (perhaps annually in advance) and
payment of the income tax due. The resultant surplus income might then be reinvested prior to 6th April
2011 as a contribution into a new Member Account. Full tax allowability of the contribution could recover
the income tax paid on the pension - whilst a fresh uncrystallised Member Account would be created within
the Scheme.

 Personal Contributions
The personal contribution limit of 100% of “relevant UK earnings” *may have hidden value. Should a sizeable
proportion of total income (from all sources) suffer higher rate tax, then a contribution equal to 100% of
gross “relevant UK earnings” may be made, with all of the associated tax reliefs and benefits.

*Relevant UK Earnings – broadly gross income derived from employment, excluding income derived from
dividends and investments, i.e. a different definition to High Earners where broadly all income is included.

The Finance Bill 2011 will be published on 31st March, just eight days after Budget Day. The Bills’ passage into
Law will not however be completed until passing of the Act next July. HMRC’s new regulations will nevertheless
come into effect on 6th April and we must all presume that there will be no change in content or Government
before the Act is passed! 

Certain of the new regulations are to be welcomed. The simplification of the current uncertainty surrounding
allowable contributions should certainly make things clearer albeit with severe limitations on maximum contribution
levels. The proposed restriction of Lifetime Allowance (effective from 6th April 2012) is more worrisome and
although it may not affect many scheme members now, it perhaps holds the threat of progressive further restrictions
in the future. 

In our next Bulletin we shall be addressing the likely effect of the new ‘drawdown’ regulations and of the limited
opportunities to take pre-emptive action.
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The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any
decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent
professional advice appropriate to your own particular circumstances.


